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DELUGE is a small, humorous exploration-focused horror RPG by Riggy2k3. The player controls a
small handful of characters living in a village on the outskirts of a ruined small town. Recently the
village began a practice of making its inhabitants go out into the forest and find and gather
mushrooms. On this special day, several of their most devout citizens ventured outside the village.
They never returned, and now a mage has made a dark prediction: evil creatures will arrive to claim
all the gathered mushrooms for themselves. As the story starts to unfold, the player will find out
what happened to the inhabitants and why they left, and he will also encounter ghastly creatures
that are ready to attack his characters. The player will navigate through the environment in search
of equipment, weapons, food and magic. The way the characters pass through the environment and
the events which occur are events of real-time. A series of decisions will determine how the story will
progress. DELUGE is inspired by classic survival horror games and takes inspiration from the works
of H.P. Lovecraft, as well as themes from the classics. Players start by making a series of survival
decisions and slowly uncover the fate of the small village. DELUGE is an interactive horror game with
a strong narrative focus. It is an effort to create a horror game with a strong narrative focus. The
game makes use of a heavily enforced real-time system, which is inspired by classic survival horror
games. It also takes inspiration from H.P. Lovecraft, such as in the use of the word "deluge" in the
game's name. A: Depression Quest is a game with the same premise. It works with this idea of
depression in a unique way, however, and you can dig into it at It's a game I like very much, and I'd
recommend checking it out. A: The "greater" concept is known as delving and is something of an
obsession of mine. In this context, it involves the player taking on a higher roll, facing greater
danger, etc. and having some opportunity to affect the course of that danger and to make decisions
which affect whether or not they are actually able to take those on the roll. It's one of the primary
challenges of this mode. There are several examples of this trope, but a few that I keep going back
to are: The Dark Eye The Hunters Moonstone Fall
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